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Content
• Intro:	Magic	in	central	and	eastern	Africa
• A	method	for	studying	processes
• War	technology	and	magic	in	Rwanda
• Conclusions	of	a	cultural	historian/	
anthropologist		
I.	Magic	among	(agro)pastoralists
Sukuma	today:
• Bugota	
(curative)
• Lukago	
(protection)
• Samba
(attraction)
Olfactory	therapy:	war	with	witches	
Oracle/divination:	
diagnosis	as	identification	and	therapy
Chwezi	spirit	alliance
Spirit	possession	and	initiation	for	
healing
Sacrifice	at	the	altars
Magic/	medicine	(bugota)
Magic	as	institution
Material	structure:	trained	synaesthetic	coupling:
Shingila ,	‘entrance’	(x	8)	in	plant	medicine
Each	ingredient	conveys	a	part	of	the	message:	
naked	at	night,	elephant,	domestic	water,	
roasted	maize,	potsherd,	and	cross.
Ideational	structure:	medicinal	monemes	around	
the	stem	‘black	roasted	seeds’:	‘Through	this	
magic	secretly	administered,	any	perpetrator	of	
fields	that	belong	to	my	house	will	incur	the	spell	
of	my	ancestors	who	joined	forces	at	the	
threshold	of	my	house’.
Magic	=	language
E.g.	‘witch’,	ng’wiboneeji	:	pre/suffixes	as	shingila
ng’w	(1)													->	noun
-i	(2)													->	reflexive	prefix
-bon	(3)						->	verb	stem	‘to	see’
-eel	(4)				->	amplifying	suffix
-y	(5)			->	causative	suffix
-I	(1)
(1)	the	one	who	(5)	causes	(3)	to	see	(2)	oneself	
(4)	persistently
II.	Methodologies	in	function	of	theory	
of	culture	(2	dimensions)
II.	How	to	study	culture	as	structure	
and	(innovation)	process?
Vansina	vs.	de	Heusch	
‘Structuralism	cannot	be	falsified’?
It	has	criterion	of	falsification:	double	coherence
Syntagmatic		<->			and	paradigmatic	relations	<..>
Triple	coherence
• But	problem	of	structuralist:	no	history	(as	
process	+	as	insight	in	significance	of	events)
• Thus	add	third	dimension:	diachronic	<--->
• Corrected	structuralism	applied	to	body	of	
chronological	narratives	(Coupez	&	Komanzi)	
• Thus	bring	out	the	unconscious	process	
(material	+	ideational)	of	epochs	
Hypothesis	on	origin	of	kingship
• Anachronism	of	Vansina:	taking	model	of	colonial	
Rwandan	kingship	as	given	instead	of	arisen	(with	
evolution	of	symbolic	systems)
• Ethnocentrism:	taking	Western	origin	of	kingship	
as	universal
• Cultural	materialism:	‘needs’	and	‘strategies’	of	
‘first	king’	Ndori as	explanatory
• We	operationalize	‘origin’	as	evolution	of	acts	of	
instituting,	thus	institution	as	historical	process
Chronology	of	Rwandan	reigns	
(Vansina	1955	->	2006)
Analysis	of	20	chronological	
narratives	(Rwandan	oral	
tradition,	by	Gakaniisha)
Primary	cluster	of	variables:
Providence
Divination
Ethnic	labels
Nation	refs
Magic
Secondary	variables:	Ruse,	
Autocratic,	Formalism,	
Lyangombe,	Initiation	
questioned,	Self-praise	
Table	of	20	chronological	stories
Figure	illustrating	evolution	of	kingship	
model
Inferences
• Ndori was	a	key	figure,	yet	his	intervention	
was	part	of	a	gradual	process that	was	already	
ongoing:
• From	reciprocity	with	spirits,	advisors	and	
fate,	creating	(inter)dependence	
• To	autarchy;	ruse	and	formalism	of	procedures	
known	to	the	court.	Still	magic.
III.	War	technology	and	process
• Case	of	Rwanda
• Three	weapon	dances:	spear,	shield,	bow
• Check	Gakaniisha’s text	on	synchronous	relations
• Syntagmatic	and	paradigmatic	relations	between	
spear	and	shield,	sword	and	machete/knife,	bow	
and	arrow,	magic	and	remedy
• Can	we	also	find	process?	Diachrony of	weapons
• Relation	with	magic?	

Sword	(inkòota)
Bow	(umuheto)
Spear	(icùmu)
Shield	(ingabo:	y’umurera,	y’isuri)
Presence	of	weapons	in	stories
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
Lance 4 3 12 9 9 15 5 5 6 16 4 12
Bouclier 1 2 1 6
Epée 2 1 1 4 1 2
Serpe 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 1 2
Arc 14 2 3 5 5 2 2 4 1 11
Flèche 7 1 2 4 1 2 12 4 2
Magic 2 6 2 1 2
Remède 8 1 1 1
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The	structure	in	cultural	process?
magic	&	remedy
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Magic	ó shield	(In/visible	protection)
The	system	in	cultural	process?
magic	&	remedy
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Magic	as	individual,	infra-State/subversive,	
clandestine	violence	(vs	court	occult	monopoly)
Graph	into	polyphony	
bea
t
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
do 4 3 12 9 9 15 5 5 6 16 4 12
re 1 2 1 6
mi 2 1 1 4 1 2
fa 1 1 1 2 1 1 4 1 2
sol 14 2 3 5 5 2 2 4 1 11
la 7 1 2 4 1 2 12 4 2
si 2 6 2 1 2
do 8 1 1 1
Is	uni-linear	correlation	better	science?
Conclusion
• Cultural	innovation	as	systemic,	symbolic-
synchronic	besides	material-diachronic	
• Towards	a	method	of	studying	institutions	in	
processual	terms
• To	avoid	pitfalls	of	(actor)materialism	and	
(structure)idealism
• To	complement	ethnographies	of	meaning
• Towards	multi-linear	(polyphonic) analyses	of	
historical	processes
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